nature in profound ways. To make his case, Heneghan discusses around 20 children's books in detail, and analyses their environmental themes.
His focus is on classics such as Beatrix Potter's Tale of Peter Rabbit (1902) and L. Frank Baum's The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900): British and North American texts that have found a global readership. The selection is drawn from his experiences as a parent and reader, and from recommendations. In lists provided by US professional teachers' organization the National Education Association, for example, he finds that every book recommended for preschoolers is environmentally themed. Meanwhile, 60% of those recommended for 4-to 8-year-olds "feature animals or are in other ways concerned with nature", as do 50% for 9-to 12-year-olds. Prince (1943) and The Lorax (1971) by Dr Seuss (pen name of Theodor Geisel) to suggest different approaches to environmentalism for children today.
Heneghan sees The Little Prince as "a complete guide to understanding our responsibilities in caring for the world". SaintExupéry, an aviator in the Second World War, saw the conventional adult world as built on destructive human folly: illusions of control, narcissism and calculative thinking. Heneghan finds a powerful counterweight in the relationship between the Little Prince and the fox. As the fox tells the prince: "You become responsible, forever, for what you have tamed." Thus, Heneghan identifies an ethic of human obligations towards the planet and its non-human denizens.
By contrast, he reads The Lorax as an anti-manifesto: a case study of how environmental advocacy can go wrong, with the Lorax as "a self-righteous, blustering, and ultimately failed environmentalist ... hectoring, stigmatizing and shaming" the environmentally unenlightened Once-ler. The Lorax fails to find commonality with a potential conservation ally and engage them intellectually or emotionally.
That dual engagement is where children's literature can play a decisive part. Story has the power to develop empathy and build knowledge, as well as nurture curiosity and imagination. Childhood reading is undeniably formative, and it's refreshing to see it being taken seriously. Children's books alone cannot save the natural world; but they can spark concern, teach the science and reveal strategies in ways both subtle and direct. ■ Here, she turns to a phenomenon even more evanescent: the storm cloud. Carefully avoiding "disaster tourism", Seaman captures stupendous storm fronts, from supercells to baby tornadoes, across South Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska -a record of meteorology under the cosh of a shifting climate, and a homage to untameable nature. Barbara Kiser
S. F. Said is a British children's author whose books include

Elements of Surprise Vera Tobin hArvArd university Press (2018)
Plot twists can jolt us into an understanding of fiction's deeper meaning. But how do they work? In this scholarly study, cognitive scientist Vera Tobin pinpoints the psychological quirks that make us vulnerable to literary shock tactics. She shows, for instance, how Charles Dickens harnesses the 'curse of knowledge' bias (the belief that others know what we know) to dizzying effect in his 1861 Great Expectations; and how in Villette (1853), Charlotte Brontë twists the story twice through unruly protagonist Lucy Snowe, leaving us wallowing in a "vertiginous instability" not unlike Snowe's own. Press (2018) With up to 300 million olfactory cells to our 5 million, dogs are spectacularly equipped to sense fugitive compounds emitted by everything from buried mines to colorectal cancer. In this fascinating study, behavioural ecologist Frank Rosell guides us through compelling research on olfaction-related canine ethology, physiology and neuroscience. Interwoven are feats of star sniffer dogs such as Tucker, a seagoing research Labrador that detects killer whales by locating their faeces; and Aska, trained to smell the pheromones of spruce bark beetles, a major insect pest.
The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
Steve Brusatte WilliAm morroW (2018) Palaeontologist Steve Brusatte has described more than 15 new species of fossil vertebrate, including the long-snouted theropod "Pinocchio rex" (Qianzhousaurus sinensis). In this vivid, pacy chronicle, he meshes the findings in a field currently seeing a new species unearthed, on average, every week with a re-creation of the dinosaurs' 150-million-year reign. This is scientific storytelling at its most visceral, striding with the beasts through their Triassic dawn, Jurassic dominance and abrupt demise in the Cretaceous period, which spared only the theropods from which birds are descended.
